ABSTRACT. Denote the real part of A e Ai"(C) by H(A) = Vi(A + A*).
A~l G\~ln. It is our goal to present inequalities relating the positive definite matrices HiA'1) and HiA)~l when A G Un. These results may then be compared with different inequalities obtained in [4] for the same problem when A is, in addition, restricted to have real entries. This leads to an identity linking two functions of A when A GUn. As an application of these inequalities we also present a result which generalizes Hadamard's determinantal inequality for positive definite matrices. We also generalize the Ostrowski-Taussky inequality for matrices inn". 1 . Main result. Proofs of the following useful fact may be found in [1] or [2] .
Lemma. If A G Tln, then A~lA* is similar to a unitary matrix.
In order to facilitate the statement of results, we define M -MiA) = max Re(X) and m = miA) s min Re(X) where the maximum and minimum are taken over all eigenvalues X of A~XA*,A nonsingular. In view of the lemma and the fact I + A~lA* = A~1iA + A*) is invertible for A G Un, we necessarily have (for AGX\¿) that -1 < miA) <Mf/l) < 1. Our main result is (ii) dHiA)~ » -H(A-') > 0 //and onfy ifd > (M + l)/2 iequivalently M < 2d-1).
Proof. In the foUowing calculation we let X(A!") denote an arbitrary eigenvalue of the n by n matrix X. Afofe. Each matrix mentioned, excepting A*A~l and A'1 A*, has had necessarily real roots. In particular, since the roots of A*A~l + (A*A~1)~1, or equivalently A-1 A* + iA~1A*)~1, are necessarily real, we have by this calculation alone that any complex roots of A~XA*,A E II,,, must be 1 in absolute value.
The proof of (ii) is similar.
•*-* Re XG4M-1) -Re XfyrU*) < id -1/2)2 *->M< 2d -1 *->M+ K2cf <-*£?> (AÍ + l)/2 and the proof is complete.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use First we obtain an expression for T2, assuming A Giln:
= -min(X(04 +A*)~liA -A*)iA + A*)~\A -A*))) = -min(X((/ + A-1A*)-\I -A~lA*)iI + A~lA*)~liI -A~lA*))) = -min(X((/ -A~lA*)2iI + A^A*)'2)).
We therefore have
1 +T2 1 -mixiiXiil -A~lA*)2iI + A~lA*)~2)) which we hope to show is equal to m = min Re(X(/l-1/l*)).
By the lemma of §1, the eigenvalues of A-1 A* are all of absolute value 1. We have also noted that none of them is equal to -1. If we let ax, • • • , an be « complex numbers of absolute value 1, none of which is -1, it then suffices to show that (*) min Re a¡ =-'-'-'--!</<« 1 -min, </<n((l -o,)/(l + ö/))2 * Let Uj = a¡ + ib¡, af + bf = 1, / = 1, . . . , «. First note that ((1 -a; )/(l +a¡))2 = -bj/il + ay), a nonpositive real number, so that min1</<n((l -a;)/(l + a))2 is weU defined, nonpositive and is attained for some particular a-, caU it a = a + bi. Then the right-hand side of (*) evaluated at a is equal to
= (l/(a + bi) +a + bi)/2 = (a -bi + a + bi)/2 =a = Reía).
is an increasing function of f when f < 0 is real, it follows that the right-hand side of (*) is smallest (over aU a;., 1 </ < ri) when evaluated at a, the minimizing value of ((1 -a.)/(l + aj))2. Therefore the left-hand side of (*) is also equal to Re(a) and the proof is complete. It is now clear that Theorem 2 is a corollary of Theorems 1 and 3. In fact we may simply relax the assumption that A is real in Theorem 2. We also give another coroUary which will be used later. 4. The Ostrowski-Taussky inequality. In [5] it is shown that for A G Un det HiA) < |det A\ and equality holds if and only if the skew-hermitian part SiA) = 0. To some extent, the inequalities of this and other papers which have been cited are generalizations of the Ostrowski-Taussky inequality. We now give a direct generalization, the statement of which was suggested to us by M. Marcus. where S is the skew-hermitian matrix HiA)~VlSiA)HiA)~Vl. Now let tx, . . . , tn be real numbers such that the eigenvalues of S are it y, . . . ,itn. Then |det(/ + 5)|2 = n"=1(l + tj) and we thus must show that n I n \l/n n(i+*/)1/w>i+in«/j where the a-= t¡ are arbitrary nonnegative numbers,/ = 1, . . . , n. But this latter statement is just Minkowski's well-known inequality in which equality is attained if and only if ax = a2 = . . . = a". Since the eigenvalues of S are the same as those of HiA)'1 SiA), this completes the proof of the theorem. As a corollary it follows that another term may be added linearly to the Ostrowski-Taussky result.
Corollary

IfAGUn, then
Idet A\ > det HiA) + |det S(4)|.
